We consider a public content caching system that is shared by a number of proxies. The cache could be located in an edge-cloud datacenter and the the proxies could each serve a large population of mobile end-users.
II. BACKGROUND ON A (NOT SHARED) CACHE FOR VARIABLE-LENGTH OBJECTS UNDER THE IRM
Assume that the aggregate demand process for object n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} =: [N] is Poisson with intensity λ n . The Poisson demands are assumed independent. Let the total demand intensity be Λ = N n=1 λ n . So, this is the classical IRM with query probabilities p n = λ n /Λ [1] , [5] . First suppose all objects are of unit length and that the cache has capacity B. The set R of B-permutations of [N] (think of R as the set of injective functions r = (r(1), . . . , r(B)) from [B] into [N] ) is the state-space of an LRU Markov chain. The stationary invariant distribution of this Markov chain was found by W.F. King [19] . Let π be this invariant distribution for B = N. In fact, π turns out to be an invariant distribution for more general interarrival distributions so long as the object-querying decisions are independent (i.e., in the language of queueing theory, this is a kind of insensitivity result). Now suppose the cache capacity is B ≪ N n=1 ℓ n , where object n has length ℓ n bytes (or in terms of some other common unit of length), and R is the set of N-permutations of [N] . In state r ∈ R, the number of objects in the cache is given by
For K ≤ N, define the K-vector r (K) = {r(1), r(2), . . . , r(K)}, i.e., the N-vector r truncated to its first K elements, so a K-permutation of [N] . Thus, the stationary probability that the cache occupancy equals r (K(r)) is ρ∈R: ρ (K(r)) =r (K(r))
π(ρ)
By the PASTA (Poisson Arrivals See Time Averages) theorem [26] , [2] , the hitting probability of object n when the objects are of variable length is h n = r: r(n)≤K(r) π(r).
See the byte-hit performance metric of [4] . Because this computation is very complex, a "working-set approximation" (given below) was developed in [10] .
III. PARTITIONING CACHE MEMORY
Suppose cache memory is "virtually" allocated so that proxy i receives b i ≤ B and
Each partition is managed simply by a LRU linked-list of pointers ("LRU-list" in the following) to objects stored in (physical) cache memory collectively for all the proxies.
Let P(n) be the set of proxies for which object n currently appears in their LRU-list, where P(n) = ∅ if and only if object n is not physically cached. Note that P(n) is not disclosed to the proxies, i.e., the proxies cannot with certainty tell whether objects not in their LRU-list are in the cache, c.f. Section VII.
Upon request by proxy i for object n of length ℓ n , object n will be placed at the head of i's LRU list and all other objects in LRU-list i are correspondingly demoted in rank.
If the request for object n was a hit on LRU-list i, then nothing further is done.
If it was a miss on LRU-list i, then
• if the object is not stored in the physical cache then it is fetched from the database, stored in the cache and forwarded to proxy i;
• otherwise, the object is produced for proxy i after an equivalent delay.
Furthermore, i to P(n) (as in [22] ), i.e.,
then add the length ℓ n /|P(n)| to LRU-list i and reduce the the "share" of all other caches containing n
So, if the query for object n by proxy i is a miss, its LRU-list length will be inflated and possibly exceed its allocation b i ; thus, LRU-list eviction of its tail (least recently used) object may be required.
When an object m is "LRU-list evicted" by any proxy, the apportionment of ℓ m to other LRU-lists is increased (inflated), which may cause other objects to be LRU-list evicted by other proxies. A simple mechanism that the cache operator could use is to evict until no LRU-list exceeds its allocated memory is to iteratively: 1) identify the LRU-list will largest overflow (length minus allocation)
2) if this largest overflow is not positive then stop
3) evict its lowest-rank object 4) reassess the lengths of all caches 5) go to 1. This is guaranteed to terminate after a finite number of iterations because in every iteration, one object is evicted from an LRU-list and there are obviously only ever a finite number of objects per LRU-list.
Note that if during the eviction iterations, P(j) → ∅ for some object j, then j may be removed from the physical cache (physically evicted) -cached objects j in the physical cache that are not in any LRU-lists are flagged as such and have lowest priority (are first evicted if there is not sufficient room for any object that is/becomes a member of any LRU-list). Even under LRU-list eviction consensus, the physical cache may store an object if it has room to try to avoid having to fetch it again from the database in the future.
Section VII discusses artificially delaying a response to an LRU-list miss that this a physical cache hit.
In summary, a single proxy i can cause a new object n to enter the cache (P(n) changes from ∅ to {i}) whose entire length ℓ n is applied to its cache memory allocation b i , but a consensus is required for an object n to leave the cache (P(n) → ∅). So, the physical cache itself is not LRU. Also, as objects are requested, their apportionments to proxy LRU-lists may deflate and inflate.
Proposition 3.1: For a fixed set of active proxies i over an interval of time t, this object-sharing caching system will have a higher stationary object hit-rate per proxy compared to a not-shared system of LRU caches, where each proxy i's LRU cache is of size b i in both cases.
The proof follows by a simple coupling argument to show that for each proxy, the objects in the notshared system's cache are always a subset of what's in the LRU-list of the shared system. This follows simply because the size of object n apportioned to the shared system ℓ n /|P(n)| ≤ ℓ n , i.e., ≤ its full size which is apportioned in the not-shared system.
IV. APPROXIMATING LRU-LIST HIT PROBABILITIES UNDER THE IRM

A. Working-set approximations for shared-object caches under IRM
In this section, we propose an approach to computing the approximate hitting probabilities of the foregoing caching system following the Denning-Schwartz "working-set approximation" [10] for a notshared cache under the IRM. Note that [12] , [13] address the asymptotic accuracy of this approximation.
Also see [8] .
Let λ i,k be the mean request rate for object k, of length ℓ k , by proxy i. A simple generalization of the working-set approximation for variable-length objects is:
and t i are interpreted as (assumed common) mean eviction times of objects k in LRU-list i, i.e., the time between when an object enters the cache and when it's evicted from the cache.
For our shared caching system, only a fraction of an object k's length ℓ k will be attributed to a particular LRU-list i, depending on how k is shared over (eviction) time t i . For all i, k, let this attribution
One may take
where
That is, under the assumption of independent LRU-lists, L
i,k is the stationary mean attribution of the length of object k to LRU-list i given that k is stored in LRU-list i. For example, for a system with just J = 2 caches, i.e., j ∈ {1, 2},
So, substituting (8) into (7) gives, for i ∈ {1, 2},
a system with two nonlinear equations in two unknowns t 1 , t 2 .
Empirically, we found that using (8) under-estimates the object hitting probabilities, i.e., L
i,k is too large, significantly when J = 2. To explain this, we argue that object sharing creates a kind of positive association between the LRU-list hit events, because hits in one cause the objects to effectively reduce in size in others, so that they remain in the LRU-lists longer (larger eviction times), thus increasing the hit probabilities in others.
To see why, consider Prop. 4.1 below for Boolean random variables Y j,k indicating the dependent events that object k is stored in LRU-list j in steady-state.
By change of variables in Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals, we have
and J independent random variables Z 1,k , . . . , Z J,k such that, for all i, Z i,k and Y i,k have the same distribution. If for any LRU-list i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J} we have
Proof: Simply take g(x) = 1/(1 + x) in Lemma 4.1 .
Note that according to (10) , j =i Y j tends to be larger than j =i Z j , similar to positive associations or positive correlations properties among random variables Y i ≥ 0 [18] , [17] , [24] .
By Jensen's inequality,
Empirically, we found that using the L * i,k may give approximate hitting probabilities only marginally larger than (8) .
But, empirically, we found that using (13) tends to over-estimate the cache hitting probabilities. Note
i,k models how object k is shared over time by the different caches i, rather than the mean object length given that it is stored in the cache.
Substituting (8) into (7) gives, for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J},
[s j , S j ] =: S where 0 ≤ s j < S j < ∞. First note that each u i of (14) is continuously differentiable on S.
For a J-dimensional vector t = (t 1 , . . . , t J ) ∈ S let t −i be the (J − 1)-vector obtained by eliminating the entry t i . Since the strategy-space S is compact and the utility functions u i (t) are strictly concave in
a Nash equilibrium exists [3] . Alternatively, we can use Brouwer's theorem [6] to establish existence of the Nash equilibrium.
Generally, a Nash equilibrium may occur on the boundary of the strategy-space. However, note here that for an arbitrary t −i ,
Because of this and the strict concavity of u i in t i , if all S j are sufficiently large and s j ≥ 0 sufficiently small, then all ∂ i u i (t) are unimodal in t i for all t −i such that t ∈ S. As a result, the Nash equilibria are all interior to S so that the first-order necessary conditions for u i -optimality must all hold, i.e., (14) are satisfied.
By such unimodality and because strict concavity implies ∂ 2 i u i = 0, uniqueness of the solution follows.
For example, considering the working-set approximation (5) for independent LRU caches without object sharing under the IRM, if the cache operator can estimate
for a current set of J proxies, then she can admit a new proxy requiring cache memory b J+1 if
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS ON CACHE MEMORY SHARING
We ran a number of experiments to test the foregoing approximations of hitting probabilities of the shared-object cache. To approximate, we solved (14) using the Newton-Raphson algorithm; this was simplified by the concavity properties and uniqueness of solution discussed in the proof of Prop. 4.2.
The result of a typical experiment for a cache shared by J = 2 LRU-lists is given in Table I (where hitting probabilities were evaluated by simulation with high confidence) and Table II (where (6) and (14) was used). The experiment involved LRU-lists i = 0, 1 of size b i ∈ {8, 64} and N = 1000 objects all of unit length. As a reference, we provide Table IV giving hitting probabilities of isolated caches without data-object sharing.
The "popularity" of a data object n refers to the mean rate λ n . at which it is requested. A commonly used model for popularity is given by the so-called Zipf law:
where α > 0 is the Zipf parameter and ρ(n) is the popularity rank of object n, i.e., ρ(n ′ ) = 1 if n ′ = argmax n λ n is unique and ρ(n ′′ ) = N if n ′′ = argmin n λ n is unique. For example, values 0.64 ≤ α ≤ 0.83
were given for different datasets in Table 1 of [7] . In our typical two LRU-list experiments reported herein, we took the Zipf parameter α 0 = 0.75 for LRU-list i = 0 and α 1 = 0.5 for LRU-list i = 1.
First note that the cache-hit probabilities of Table IV are generally lower than those of Table I , i.e., object sharing obviously increases cache-hit probabilities, recall Prop. 3.1. The cache-hit probabilities by workingset approximation of Table II (corresponding to mean object lengths (13) ) are larger than those of Table I .
The cache-hit probabilities of Table III (corresponding to mean object lengths (8)) are smaller (by ∼30%) than those of Table I . These working-set approximations required orders of magnitude less computation than system simulation with high confidence of Table I. The approximations of Table II are 
VI. DISCUSSION OF CACHE I/O SHARING
Let R i,n be the incident mean-rate that proxy i requests object n having length ℓ n . Let λ i,n be the g i -admitted mean request rate, where over any interval of length t, the total length of requests admitted is at most g i (t). Thus,
Let the total mean-rate of requests for object n to the cache be
A proxy does not wish to unnecessarily pay more than it needs for larger demand envelope nor to have its users' requests blocked (or delayed in order to conform to its demand envelope g). So, assume that g i is selected (purchased) by proxy i so that it minimally impedes the estimated incident rate of its users' requests. For example, if the aggregate demand from proxy i is Poisson (so that the mean number of requests in a time interval approximately equals the variance), then
may be selected, where R i = n R i,n is the mean aggregate request rate. For large R i recall that the (Poisson distributed) number of requests in an interval of time t approximately Normal(tR i , tR i ). Hence, in selecting g i in (19) we limit the probability of a blocked request to about 1%. Here, g i (0) > 0 corresponds to a number of allowed simultaneous requests. In practice, such a demand envelope g i may be approximated by piecewise linear one implemented by one or more token-bucket mechanisms, e.g., [15] , [16] . That is, a token corresponds to a common unit of object/content length (the dimension of ℓ n ).
For long-term stability, the cache I/O bandwidth C should satisfy
Admission control of new proxies and dynamic pricing could be based on in part on (20) .
It is possible that, periodically, demand may exceed cache memory bandwidth, so the cache will have a finite request queue. The total length of in-profile [15] , [16] objects corresponding to queued requests will be upper bounded by
Instead of blocking out-of-profile requests, one could set-up queues for both in-profile and out-of-profile requests, where the former would obviously have priority over the latter.
Finally, recall the edge-computing context in support of mobile users. If the same object is requested at the same time over a wireless channel, the necessary tokens may be shared among requesting proxies.
Again, a problem here is intellectual property protections: content could be encrypted to the cache and then commonly encrypted to a group of authorized mobile subscribers. The cryptographic keys required for the latter may be periodically refreshed to deal with subscriber churn.
VII. DISCUSSION OF PRICING AND MOCK REQUESTS
Obviously, prices charged to proxy i could depend in part on resource reservations (g i , b i ). Service may be organized in tiers, where tier k is associated with demand envelope g = kγ and cache memory allocation b = kβ, and k = 1 corresponds to an atomic or base service tier. Though the price π k of tier k is obviously increasing with (integer) k, it may be such that π k /k is decreasing as a kind of volume discount.
Also, costs may be affected by usage -there is precedent for penalizing low utilization, presumably to encourage customers to better characterize their workloads and not be resource wasteful.
Recall that a query by proxy i that is a LRU-miss but a physical cache hit involves an added delay so that the net effect is a physical cache miss. So, from proxy i's point of view, there is no incentive to "free ride" on other proxies by issuing mock queries so that i's LRU list is populated primarily by objects that are popular only among its own users. Mock requests will deplete apportioned network bandwidth resources too. Also, if allocated resources are multiples of an "atomic" service tier, a proxy may not be able to purchase just a little more network bandwidth to mitigate this impact of mock requests.
